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IIThere is no more crucial or basic skill
in all of education than that of reading. 1I

ANNOUNCEMENTS AND NEWS
FREE.
Teachers, now is the time to begin looking at your
e I ementa ry students regard i ng the pos sib I e need for grade
level retentior. How can you be sure you are on target
wi th what current research says about retention? At no
cost you can get three helpful leaflets that will help you
and your colleagues make the important decisions that can
affect a child's future educational wellbeing. Just send a
postage -paid (U.S. 39¢ postage), self-addressed legal-size
enve 1op~ to: Retent i on, 20 Commerc i a I Blvd., Novato, CA
94947 -6191, and you will be prompt ly send: (1) Grade Leve 1
Retention - 19 Important Factors; (2) Explaining Grade
Leve 1 Retent i on to Parents; (3) How to Make a Retent i on or
Non-Retention Decision.
* * * * * * *
We call your attention to the outstanding series of
books pub 1i shed by Crestwood House, The Wi I d1i fe Ser i es.
The books feature Hab its and Hab i tat prof i 1es of severa 1
of the we 11- known, but 1itt 1e understood creatures that
1i ve in our great outdoors. It is the intent i on of th is
series to demonstrate that the survival of wildlife,
unlike pampered zoo animals, is precarious - that each of
us has a part in deciding whether these wild things will
thrive or perish from the earth.
The books are almost completely illustrated with fullcolor photography--the exceptions are old, historic photographs and detailed drawings. Each title contains an
extensive glossary and index, as well as maps showing the
distribution of the animal. The level of difficulty is
about grade 5 (Fry Formu I a), the interest I eve lis from
grade 3 up to and inc 1ud i ng adu 1t. Each book is 48 pages,
and sells for $9.95, for hardback bindings. Crestwood
House, Hwy. 66 So., Box 3427, Mankato, MN 56002-3427.

* * * * * * *
The passage of P.L. 94-142, a law requIrIng public
schools to provide services for seriously emotionally disturbed children, has created a need for a reference source
that will aid in the selection of appropriate programs and
facilities. To assist educators and parents in this process
The Oryx Press has just published the Directory of Public
and Private Programs for Emotionally Disturbed Children
and Youth. The book, edited by Ronald E. Fritsch [xvi, 336
pages 7 8~ x 11/Clothbound / ISBN 0-89774-199-4J is priced
at $74.50. Oryx Press, 2214 N. Central at Encanto, Phoenix,
AZ, 85004-1483.
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READING HORIZONS received a notice from the Council
for Learning Disabilities announcing the Eighth Annual
Convention of the Council for Learning Disabilities,
October 9-11, 1986, in Kansas City, MO. Ihp thpmp 1<:;
"Beyond the Label
Along wi th the noti fication was the
call for papers. While we could not print the page in its
entirety, we quote the following requirements:
1. Attach an abstract that describes the presentation in
I es s than 50 words (i f the proposa lis accepted, th is
abstract will appear in the program), and a more detailed
descri pt i on of the proposed presentat i on (i. e., 250-300
words) that wi II a II ow the Program Comm i ttee to determi ne
whether or not to accept the proposed presentation.
2. If the proposal is being sponsored by a CLD State or
Prov i nce Chapter, attach a statement to that effect. The
statement should be signed by the Chapter President, since
State/Province Proposals are given preference over most
other proposals.
3. Deadline for submission is February 15, 1986. Acceptance
and rejection notices will be mailed in late April.
5. Upon notification of acceptance, presenters are expected
to preregister for the conference.
6. Mail proposals (please include 2 self-addressed, stamped
envelopes) to:
Council for Learning Disabilities
P. O. Box 40303
Overland Park, KS 66204
II •

DURKIN REVISITED

Katherine D. Wiesendanger
Director, Graduate Reading Program
Alfred University, New York
In his classic study (1917) Thorndike successfully
demonstrated that reading was a complex process and that
its successfu 1 comp 1et i on was determi ned not in terms of
whether or not a student correctly verbalized a string of
words, but whether or not he understood the material being
read. The Thornd i ke study had a sign i f i cant impact on the
development of educational strategies that emphasized reading comprehension as opposed to mere verbal ization. As a
result of Thorndike l s work, the subsequent logical questions included: Can comprehension actually be taught? And,
if so, what is the most effective means of doing so?
Studies (Goudey, 1968; Frase, 1970; and Brady, 1974)
focused on quest i on i ng strateg i es, inc 1ud i ng placement and
question type.
Finally, in 1976, Dolores Durkin, as a
member of the Center for the Study of Read i ng, conducted
what many hoped wou 1d be a def in i t i ve study, in order to
gain more specific knowledge about the instruction of reading comprehension. This research was supported by the
National Institute of Education.
While Thorndike1s study was considered a significant
contri but i on because he emphas i zed read i ng as a reason i ng
process, Durkin1s study (1978) was a milestone in the
reading literature partly because of her unique classification of questions. Instead of classifying questions in
terms of a taxonomy, Durkin di fferenti ated between questions that focus on the process of comprehension as opposed
to the product. She defined process questions as those
that assist the students to better understand the material
by work i ng out the mean i ng of un i ts 1a rger than a word.
Examples of process questions might include: What do you
need to know to draw this conclusion? To what does this
refer in this sentence? What words tell us that the author
is making a comparison?
Product questions, on the other hand, simply assess
a child1s comprehension of a selection. They include
questi ons 1 ike the fo 11 owi ng: When did mother go to the
store? Why was the little boy sad?
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Durkin
chi ld to see
comprehension
helps him to
lli~lruLLlull.

places the type of question that asks a
if he has understood what he has read under
assessment and the type of question that
understand the material under comprehension
U~l/lY IleY' urJique lfIeLlluu uf que;,Liufl cldssifica-

tion, Durkin conducted a study (1978) which analyzed
comprehension instruction from three different perspectives.
The three-fold study concentrated on the amount of time
spent on teaching comprehension during the reading period.
The sub-stud i es ana 1yzed teach i ng comprehens i on from the
viewpoints of teachers, the schools, and students. Findings
revealed that little time was spent in comprehension
instruction.
To determine whether or not any significant changes
have been made in the teaching of reading comprehension
during the last eight years, the present study duplicated
Durkin's original sub-study that analyzed the types of
activities and instructional procedures that took place
during the reading period from the perspective of the teacher. Of spec i f i c interest was whether teachers who were
taught the difference between questions related to process,
and questions related to product, as well as how to formulate such questions, improve their reading instruction.
Consequently, all the teachers in the present study had
completed a course in which Teaching Them To Read (Durkin
1983) was used as the major text. The distinction between
testing comprehension and teaching comprehension was thoroughly covered. Except for this one variable, care was
taken to strictly replicate Durkin's original sub-study.
As in the or i gina 1 Durk i n study, a11 teachers knew
beforehand that they wou 1d be observed and the record i ng
time began when the period actually began. This researcher
observed 20 teachers for a total of 3,120 minutes, whereas
Durk i n observed 24 teachers for a tota 1 of 4,469 mi nutes
in her sub- study that ana lyzed comprehens i on instruct i on
from the perspect i ve of the teacher. As in the ori gina 1
Durki n study, fourth grade teachers were observed and
vis i ts were carr i ed out on three success i ve days. Each
teacher was observed at least three times for a minimum of
150 minutes. The visits were equally divided among the
five days and ranged from 40 to 60 minutes in length.
In the present study, nineteen of the classrooms
were taught by women, one by a male. There were no combination grades and no teacher aides. All the teachers observed
had master's degrees in reading and had been teaching from
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two to sixteen years, with a mean of 8.6 years. The number
of students in the classroom ranged from 18 to 27, with a
mean of 23.2. In three schools, interclass grouping was
used; the rest of the classrooms were self-contained. All
observations were done in Western New York by the author
from September through May during the 1983-84 school year.
The categories used in the present study to assess comprehension instruction are those developed by Durkin. Not
only do the categories lend themselves to observational research, but Durkin included directions for using the categories to facilitate replication of her research.
Table 1
Percentage of teacher time spent on
comprehension and study skills
during the reading period
Behavioral
Categories

No. of
Minutes

% of
3120

----------------------------------------------------~!~~!~~

Comprehension: instruction
Compre.: review of instruc.
Comprehension: application
Comprehension: assignment
Compre. : help with assign.
Compre.: prep. for rdg.
Comprehension: assessment
Comprehension: prediction
Study skills: instruction
Study skills: review of
instruction
Study skills: application
Study skills: assignment

462
94
129
34
123
97
310
N.O.
64

N.O.
36
21

14.81%
3.01
4. 13
1.09
3.94
3. 11
9.94
2.05
1. 15
.67

N.O. = not observed
Summarized in Table 1 are the amounts of time spent
on comprehension activities and instruction observations
of the 20 fourth grade teachers. As shown in the table,
the largest percentage of time (14.81) during the reading
period was spent on comprehension instruction. Comprehension assessment accounted for almost 9.94% of the time
spent.
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Table 2
Percentage of teacher time spent during the reading
period on activites connected with assignments
Behavioral
Categories
Comprehension: assignment
Compre.: help with assign.
Comprehension: assessment
Study skills: assignment
Assignment: gives
Assignment: helps with
Assignment: checks

No. of
Minutes
34
123
310
21
118
115
62

%of
3120
Minutes
1.09%
3.94
9.94
.67
3.78
3.69
1. 99

The amount of time teachers spent during the reading
period on activities connected with assignments was 25.11%
(shown in Table 2). This included the following: activities
connected with comprehension assignments, study skills
assignments and assignments excluding those for comprehens i on and study sk ill s. Ass i gnments connected wi th comprehension which required comprehension of connected text,
helping with the comprehension assignments, and comprehension assessment of assigned readings totaled 14.97% of
teacher time. Giving, assisting with or checking assignments other than for comprehension or study skills account
for 9.46% of teacher time.
As shown in Table 3 (following page), the amount of
time teachers spent on oral reading, phonics, structural
analysis and word meaning combined was 15.58% of the total
reading period. Analyzing each aspect separately, word
meaning accounted for 6.09%, structural analysis 5.87% and
phonic analysis 3.62% of the total time spent reading.
Oral reading was not observed.
Comparison Between Present Study and Durkin Study
1. Descriptive comparisons between the findings of the present study and the findings of the Durkin Study were made.
When analyzing the categories that accounted for the
largest percentages of time spend during the reading
period, Durkin does not mention comprehension instruction
because of the miniscule amount of time she observed
teachers spend i ng in th is category. In sharp contrast, the
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Table 3
Percentage of teacher time spent during the reading period
on various types of reading instruction, review, and application excluding comprehension and study skills.
Behavioral Categories

No. of
Minutes

%of
3120

Minutes
Oral reading: instruction
Oral reading: application
Phonics: instruction
Phonics: review
Phonics: application
Structural analysis:
instruction
review
application
Word meanings: instruction
Word meanings: review
Word meanings: application

N. O.
N. O.
33
17
63

1.06%
.54
2.02

36
27
120
64

1. 15

.87
3.85
2.05

N.O.
4.04

126

Table 4
Categories for the reading program with the
largest percentage of time alloted to them
Behavioral
Categories

No. of
Minutes

% of
3120

Minutes
Comprehension: instruction
Comprehension: assessment
Non-instruction
Comprehension: application
Word meanings: applications
Comprehension: help wi assign.
Structural 3nalysis: applic.
Transition
Assignment: gives
Assignment: helps with

462
310
146
129
126
123
120
120
118
115

14.81%
9.94
4.68
4. 13
4.04
3.94
3.85
3.85
3.78
3.69
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present find i ng sind i cated that the I argest percentage of
time during the reading period was allocated to comprehension instruction. Durkin found that less than 1% of the
teacher's time during the reading period was spent on
cOfiljJrelleli::,iufl ifl::,Lr'ucLlun;

Uds cumpared Lo i7.65% in the

present study. Since Durkin I s categories for classi fying
teacher behav i or in re I at i on to read i ng were used and her
instructions for using the categories were adhered to, differences in the definition of comprehension or its assessment could not account for the differences in the findings
of the two studies.
2. In Durkin's study, comprehension-assessment accounted
for the largest percentage of time spent during the reading
period. In contrast, the New York study shows comprehension
assessment rank i ng second to comprehens i on instruct ion in
the amount of time spent. Observers in both the Durkin and
New York State studies, found that assessment questions
were taken primarily from the basal manuals. However, the
present study found that teachers were more likely to use
assessment quest ions as a gu i de for deve lop i ng comprehension questions. In other words, if a child misses an
assessment question, an instruction question would be
developed to assist in the comprehension process.
3. Categories of non-instruction and transition accounted
for over 20% of the time spent in the reading class in
Durkin's study. This is in sharp contrast to the present
findings in which both categories accounted for slightly
over 8% of the total reading class period.
4. Not only did Durkin find little emphasis on comprehension instruction, she also observed little emphasis on the
teaching of phonics, structural analysis or word meaning
assignments. However, in the later New York study, time
spent during the reading period on phonics, structural
analysis, and word meanings, was found to be significantly
greater, with structural analysis receiving more time than
the other two. Whi Ie more time than was observed could
justifiably be spent on teaching structural analysis, it
was significantly more than what had been observed by
Durkin.
5. Another considerable difference between the findings of
the two studies was the time being spent on teachers
listening to oral reading. In Durkin's study, this category
ranked fourth in the amount of time spent during the total
reading period. Oral reading was not observed at the
fourth grade level.
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6. Present observations found word meaning instruction
much more prevalent than had been observed by Durkin. Word
meaning appl ication ranked fi fth in the categories. Word
mean i ng was not ranked by Durk i n among the categor i es in
which the largest percentage of time was spent.
Summary of Results
The findings of the present study indicated that
teachers did spent a sign i fi cant amount of time teach i ng
for comprehension. Whi Ie assessment of comprehension was
Ii kewi se observed, teachers used assessment quest ions to
determine the instructional needs in comprehension. On the
contrary, Durkin found that the largest percentage of time
was spent on comprehension assessment with little time
being spent in direct verbal instruction. While assessment
received the greatest emphasis, it was not used as a guide
to comprehension instruction but rather to determine who
could or could not comprehend the assignment. Further, the
emphasis was on literal questions that were primarily
taken from basal manuals. Little class time was spent on
preparation for reading the assignment.
Durkin also observed a considerable amount of time
being used for non-instruction and transition, whereas
this researcher observed non-instruction and transition
being kept to a minimum. In contrast, the present findings
revealed more time being spent on structural analysis and
word meanings than in the Durkin study.
Whereas the observers of both studies saw that teachers used basa 1s, Durk i n found that the emphas is was on
use of ditto sheets and workbooks, with little time allotted to preparation for reading, word identification or
word mean i ng sk ill s. The present observer found that more
emphasis was spent on these prerequisite skills for reading
and 1ess on workbooks and ditto sheets. It appears that
teachers in the present study spent the i r time more constructively and that they tried to maximize the amount of
instruction time.
Implications
Durkin requested that the best teachers be selected
for her observations. Likewise, the teachers in the present
study were probably considered far better than average.
The maj or difference between the two groups is that the
teachers in the present study had comp 1eted a course in
which Teaching Them to Read (Durkin, 1983) was used as the
major text. The distinction between testing comprehension
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and teaching comprehension was thoroughly covered. It
wou I d seem that the resu I ts at I east i mpl y that teachers
who were taught the difference between questions reI ated
to process and questions related to product, as well as
IIUW Lu fUrfnulate suctl questions, can Indeed Improve tt-lelf
reading instruction. Additionally, such instruction seems
to result in teachers who are more cognizant of the fact
that time shou I d be spent on such th i ngs as preparat i on
for reading, word identification and word meaning skills.
What This All Means
At least 90% of the teachers in the elementary
school use the basal reader approach as the primary means
of teaching reading. Consequently, the questions asked are
the ones taken from the manuals. Questions are not in themselves comprehension instruction (Nicholson, 1982) and are
typically examined in isolation from the larger conversational sequence (Chall, 1967). In analyzing the comprehension component of basals, Cooke (1970) and Hatcher (1971)
found the majority of questions included in basals to be
at the literal level. This is perhaps the reason that some
teachers equate reading thinking skills with the most
narrow of literal comprehension skills (Henry, 1963).
Because the definition of comprehension instruction
found in basal readers differs from Durkin's classification
some teachers apparently feel they are teaching for comprehension when they are, in fact, asking assessment questions.
Granted, questions can serve a number of purposes, and the
teachers intention in asking the question may not be
instructional (Nicholson, 1982). However, Durkin's classifications mandate that teachers understand the distinction
between questions that assess and those that instruct. If
the basa I manua I s do not di st i ngu i sh between process and
product, then the i nsti tuti ons that prepare teachers must
assume the responsibility.
Long range investigations must be conducted before
the reading profession can truly measure the effects that
implementing Durkin's questioning classifications will
have on the child's ability to comprehend. However, as an
observer of over 50 hours of reading instruction, I would
like to address several concerns that have been raised concerning her classic study, such as the question (MacGiniti~
1983) that Durkin's view might result in less purposeful
reading, in lessons that are too structured and in less
time being spent actually reading.
I
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It would appear to this writer that MacGinitie's
fears are unwarranted. Durkin is well known for advocating
that reading instruction be based on the needs of students.
Her empha sis on proces sin no way prec I udes that student
needs be taken into account. On the contrary, Durkin
wou I d, for ex amp Ie, advocate he I ping ch i 1dren deve 1op the
process of sequencing only if they needed help in sequencing. Likewise, Durkin's classifications do not imply that
I es sons be more structured than otherwi se. Ass i st i ng the
chi I d to deve I op a strategy for understand i ng the proces s
of sequencing by simply asking such questions as "What
signal words did you find in the selection that help us
know that one event comes before another? does not i nd icate more or less structure. Finally, process questions do
not result in less time for reading. On the contrary, by
i ncorporat i ng proces s quest ions into the read i ng I es son,
more time cou I d be spent read i ng. My observat ions suggest
that Durkin is justified in encouraging teachers to follow
a child's incorrect response to an assessment question
with an instruction question. Certainly this approach
makes more sense than simply giving him more assessment
questions when he is unable to answer the fi rst one correctly. There is less time spent on ditto sheets and
workbook pages which all too oftn do not instruct because
the child must understand the concept before s/he can
complete the assignment.
II

In sum, Durkin's classic study has had profound
effects on read i ng i nst ruct i on. Th i sis due to the fact
that she made us aware of the question patterns that
existed in the elementary school. The primary significance
of these findings implies that teachers can be taught not
only to differentiate between process and product questions
but also that they can successfully implement such questioning strategies in the classroom. While additional
research needs to be conducted to understand all its implications, my observations convince me that more effort
should be made to translate her research into classroom
practice.
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TWELVE "MUSTS" FOR
IMPROVED READING COMPREHENSION
Linda M. Clary
Reading Coordinator
Augusta College
Augusta, Georgia
Recent years have brought an unprecedented interest in
reading comprehension, particularly in the area of research.
The Center for the Study of Reading was established in
1976 at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign, with
its basic goal to conduct research into the underlying processes of reading comprehension. One unusual characteristic
of this endeavor was the assembly of a multidisciplinary
staff of researchers from the areas of psychology and linguistics, as well as reading. Over the past years, the CSR
has been prolific in its research and dissemination with
hundreds of pieces of ongo i ng research and summa ri es of
studies having been published. Much of the data have
reiterated what good reading teachers and specialists have
known for years, whi Ie other studies have indicated some
changes that need to be made and some areas that need to
be strengthened.
A brief summary of this research effort indicates the
following conclusions that are important for teachers:
1. Reading can no longer be viewed as solely a skills
acquisition in which readers sequentially progress from
letter and word recognition to the comprehension of
more difficult ideas. Rather, reading is an interaction
between these processes and the background and expectations readers bring to their reading.
2. The importance of the reader's background to his understand i ng of what he reads cannot be overstated. Th i s
problem is often referred to as schema theory. Schemata
are the networks of concepts or ideas to wh i ch the
reader relates newly read material, often by filling in
gaps that are present in his background and by formulating hypotheses to be accepted or rejected through
reading. Consequently, " ... comprehension is as dependent
on what is in the reader's head as it is on what is on
what is pri nted" (Durk in, 1981), and readers may make
widely varied interpretations of the same text if their
backgrounds and experiences are divergent. Indeed,
their decoding of the text may be exactly the same,
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while their comprehension is quite different. This
theory reinforces the idea that teachers must give added
time to background development and exploration before
read i nq, rather than sk i mmi nq over ttJa L sec Li Orl of Llle i r
basal lesson plans. It is also important to encourage
youngsters to make their own individual predictions
before read i ng and share them wi th the group, so that
the various possibilities of meaning are all explored.
Group interaction becomes extremely important when we
want students to learn di fferent interpretations of the
same materials as is especially common in today1s multicultural, mobile student bodies. It is equally important
that teachers know the possibi I i ties of understanding
that exist among their students and give them some
strategies for learning to comprehend efficiently by
specific methods.
3. Schema theory is also relevant to the areas of standardized and informal testing. If reader s interpretations
are so dependent on the i rind i vi dua I backgrounds, can
there be one best answer to standardized test comprehension questions, particularly at the interpretative
level? Can one form of an informal reading inventory be
appropriate to all children in the school district?
These quest i on s must be answered by i nd i vi dua I teachers
and districts.
4. Research in the area of story grammar is also relevant,
particularly to narrative prose. Story grammar refers to
the way stories are put together. Story grammars identify
the major components of stories. There are several story
grammars in the literature, but the one proposed by
Stein and Glenn (1979) is a good example. Stein and
Glenn outline these components as the setting; the
episode which includes the initiating event, internal response, attempt to reach the goal, consequence and
reaction. Current theorists believe that many youngsters
read prose successfully because they realize that stories
have a schema for the components of stories and read to
find them. If the story does not fit this pattern, they
often realize that something is missing and has limited
their comprehension. In this instance, poor comprehension
may be more a resu It of the author spoor wri ti ng than
any flaw in the reader1s comprehension.
5. Research has a I so focused on why spoken discourse is
often easier to comprehend than written discourse. Apparently, speakers use pauses, intonation, stress, facial
expressions, gestures, and eye movements to describe
I

I
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more familiar materials to the listener (Durkin, 1981).
Th is 1 i stener, then, usua lly has a better idea of what
the subject is and there1s less likelihood of ambiguity
becoming confusing, whereas the writer must use punctuation marks alone to convey many of these same things to
the reader.
6. Readability formulas have also been questioned by new research. Genera lly based on the premi se that short words
in short sentences make mater i a 1seas i er to read, the
formu 1as ignore the reader I s background. I n add i t i on,
when materials are rewritten, quality is often sacrificed
while the author1s original message may be altered and
many gaps may be left in sentences that have been reduced
in length. This reduction may, in fact, make it necessary
for the reader to infer more than a longer sentence
would. For example, IIAfter I boiled my eggs, I enjoyed
eating them for breakfast. II is actually clearer than the
fo 11 owi ng two short sentences: II I bo i 1ed egg s. I ate
breakfast. II
7. Anaphori c dev ices have been recogn i zed as a source of
difficulty in comprehension. Anaphora are means of avoiding repetitions by reducing what is said. If the reader
recogn i zes that someth i ng has been 1eft out, there I s no
problem, but if he or she does not recognize the deletion
and/or has no instructions in learning to make these
recognitions, comprehension may suffer. For example:
liMy house was spotless. The baseboards had even been
scrubbed. II
Comprehension of the above necessitates recognizing that
it is the baseboards of the house that have been scrubbed.
Children need more and better instruction in recognizing
this characteristic of text.
8. Finally, today1s research is reaffirming that readers
comprehend better when they have speci fic purposes that
are set before reading. The critical point now is to remember that the questions must be good ones that force
ch i 1dren to comprehend beyond the litera 1 1eve 1 . In
fact, even primary teachers need to start chi Idren on
the path of becomi ng cri t i ca 1 readers and th i nkers by
posing questions that involve critical reading skills.
Such instruction might balance the recent basic skills
movements that have produced youngsters who can give
short, quick answers but are unable to explain and
defend the judgments they make and lack the ability for
reasoned, disciplined thought.
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If the research has yielded all this information, what
else does it mean about the daily teaching of reading? We
have indicated already the absolute necessities of the following:
1. Consider each child's background before reading selections. Perhaps it will be better to skip some stories
in the basals particularly. The option is to spend
much longer times on building background.
2. Build background through techniques such as the structured overview. Here the teacher and/or students
se I ect important concepts and vocabu I ary and arrange
them in a graphic design for introduction and discussion before reading. This technique can be especially
helpful in content areas.
3. In testing, have several forms of IRI's available and
try to get item ana I ys i s done of standard i zed tests,
so that you will be able to spot possible problems reI ated to background that i nf 1uence scores. Read
through the content of standardized tests to check
their match to your students' backgrounds.
4. Remember that skills are not reading; they are only a
means to the end of reading. The emphasis should be
on reading and learning any skills needed to improve
reading, not doing worksheets and taking tests to the
point of never allowing time for practice reading.
5. Having children make predictions before they read
and/or setting purposes for them to read and confirm
or reject is crucial. It makes reading an active process in which each child must talk - or write - and
read. Be abso 1ute 1y pos i t i ve that students are shown
how to comprehend for different purposes through
teacher demonstration. Simply telling them to comprehend does not teach.
6. Asking children to retell stories in their own words
can be very informative. It eliminates the necessity
for questions and can be very enlightening as to the
child's interpretation, often revealing varied interpretat ions that reI ate to the youngster's different
background that may not come out as clearly through
questioning. To do this, we simply ask them to tell
us, in their own words, what the passage said.
7. In assessing the readability of materials, we need to
remember that the formulas provide very rough and
1i mi ted est i mates of readab iIi ty . Short 1ength sen-
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8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

tences and one syllable words do not always equal
reading ease, particularly when anaphoric devices and
students' schemata are considered. We have nothing as
yet as efficient as the formu las, but we wi II have
problems if we rely on them alone.
Since students seem to understand spoken language
much easier than written, unfamiliar discourse, a
good case can be made for the use of the language
experi ence approach, espec i ally in the ear 1y stages
of teach i ng students the comprehens i on process. Language experience stories are generally composed of
high interest content and fami I i a r 1anguage, and are
therefore excellent vehicles for developing comprehension. Students can easily predict, hypothesize and
read for verification in the materials.
High interest materials, even of the nonlanguage
experience type, are always easier for students to
comprehend. They generally have the schemata or background for them; therefore, when youngsters have
difficulty, these types of materials should be used
for lots of easy practice.
It is absolutely imperative that children have the opportun i ty to read, read, read. Do i ng sk ill sheets,
taking tests, or filling in workbooks is not reading.
Chi ldren must have the time to practice reading real
materials that have some meaning for them--directions
for games they want to play, rec i pes for foot they
want to eat, manua 1s that wi 11 a 11 ow them to get
drivers' permits, books they like, materials they
have written. Tradebooks and real-life materials
should be as important in the classroom as basal
readers. Given these opportunities to read and discuss
what they have read, particularly early in reading instruction, children will see that getting meaning is
es sent i a 1 to successfu 1 read i ng and they wi II have a
more successful foundation on which to base their
reading careers.
Si nce knowi ng the students' backgrounds is necessary
for teach i ng them to comprehend succes sfu 11 y , us i ng
interest inventor i es can be important, espec i a lly at
the beginning of the year or when a student arri ves
during the year.
Finally, our jobs as teachers will be significantly
eas i er if we can conv i nce parents to read to the i r
children from birth. With this background, youngsters
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learn that reading is supposed to make sense. They
learn that the squiggles on paper convey meaning.
They enj oy read i ng and they a 1so 1earn the structure
of stories--the story grammars di~cussed earlier--that
make comprehension much easier. This constant reading
also greatly expands their background and vocabularies
and gi ves them far greater schemata to be met in
print when they read themselves. Learning to read
after be i ng read to for severa 1 years is somet i mes
self-taught and almost natural. As reading professionals, we have a real responsibility to get to parents
of infants, perhaps through prenata 1 classes, ped i atricians, maternity clinics, obstetricians, the media
and any other possible route to convince them of the
importance, even necessity, of reading to their young
children.
Tra in i ng our students to comprehend is certa i n1y
important in our present soc i ety . The unprecedented
interest in recent reading comprehension research has
verified some old ideas and introduced some new ones.
Similarly, some routine practices, such as setting
purposes for read i ng and vary i ng types of quest ions
ha ve been conf i rmed, wh i 1e others, like over- re Ii ance
on readab iIi ty formu I as and one- shot test i ng , have
been questioned. Though there are still many questions
to be answered, we certainly know much that we can do
in our classes everyday to enhance comprehension.
Faithfully following these research-based practices
wi II make our students more successful in the most
important product of reading--comprehension.
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THE READING CONFERENCE: QUESTIONSJ
INFORMATIONJ ACTIVITIES AND FEEDBACK
Elene S. Demos
Texas Christian University
Fort Worth, Texas
The recent focus upon our nat i on s schoo 1s through
national and state commissions, reports and reforms, has
made commun i cat i on between parents and teachers even more
critical than in previous years. The importance of parental
invol vement and communication has been extensi vely documented in the literature. Saxe (1975), Grant (1979), Brookover and Lezotte (1979), Ph i De 1ta Kappa (1980), and Henderson (1982) present i nformati on that parent i nvol vement
is essential to schools and promotes increased achievement
for students.
I

Couple this with the importance of the basic ski lIs
and a concern for the deve 1opment of 1i teracy and the
schools have a natural vehicle for communicating and
i nvo 1vi ng parents -- the parent read i ng conference. Many
parents have questions about their child's reading progress
and reading program and the teacher parent conference
allows educators to interact with parents, explain the
program and answer questions.
Let I S exami ne th is proces s to enhance and improve
our communication with parents. A conference is very
similar to teaching in that it requires a great deal of
planning. Conferences further parallel the instructional
process in that they contain similar behaviors that are
evident in teaching to an objective. Our lessons include
questions, present information, include activities and present feedback to students. Li kewi se, conferences inc 1ude
the same behaviors in that our preliminary questions
provide a focus to the conference; teachers typically
present information to parents; activities occur during
the conference; feedback is given to and by teachers and
parents during the conference.
Just as a lesson can fail because of poor planning,
so can a conference. To avoid this, the teacher must make
some pre 1i mi nary dec i s ions. The teacher must first dec i de
the purpose of the conference. According to Hunter (1976),
there are three types of conferences and each type serves
a different purpose. These types include giving information,
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receIvIng information and problem solving. We are now
ready to enter the first phase of the conference.
QUESTIONS
Al though each phase of the conference i nvol ves pI anning, this phase involves careful consideration since it
establishes the focus for the conference. Questions to be
answered prior to schedul ing the conference are prerequisi te for the other phases of the conference. These fi ve
maj or questi ons must be addressed before other acti vi ties
occur. They include:
1) What is the purpose of this conference?
There are three basic purposes for holding a conference. The first is to convey information. As the
teacher, you may want to explain the school reading
program or the child's placement on a specific
reading test or something the child has done that is
noteworthy. A second purpose for holding a conference
is to rece i ve i nformat i on. The teacher may need or
want add i tiona I i nformat i on about a ch i I d's prev i ous
reading performance, or developmental information
that would help one make decisions about how a child
thinks, what they read at home, etc. The third
purpose is problem solving. If you are having a
prob I em wi th a ch i I d, you may want a conference to
work out a solution.
Once the purpose has been determined, the teacher
is ready to proceed with the next series of questions.
These questions are relatively simple, but answering
them prior to the conference will allow for a smoother professional contact with a parent.
2) Who will attend the conference?
In more instances, the parent(s) or guardian(s)
wi II attend the conference. But there wi II be times
when you may want to include the student or reading
specialist or the principal. Who you invite will depend upon the purpose of the conference. If you are
having a specific problem with a child regarding completing reading homework assignments or acting up
during the reading period, you may want to invite
the child to attend the conference also.
3) Where will the conference be held?
The classroom is the most likely spot for the conference to be he I d. Read i ng materi a I s and student
work samples will be close at hand. If you have a
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special conference room that includes comfortable
chairs and a conducive seat arrangement, you may
want to cons i der hosti ng the conference elsewhere.
In any event, the location must be determined and
conveyed to the parent.
4) When will the conference be held?
Most teachers would say, after school. But with
today's working parents it may be necessary to schedu1e a conference in the even i ng or on a Saturday. In
some instances, parents can get away from their job
during the day and the conference might be held
during a teacher's planning period or just prior to
the start of the school day.
5) How long will the conference last?
The answer to this question will obviously depend
upon the nature of the conference. If the problem is
minor or we need to ask a parent one or two questions
we can anticipate that twenty to thirty minutes will
be sufficient. More intensive problems will require
a longer period, but in any case, you will need to
gi ve parents a time estimate--especi ally if they're
comi ng over a 1unch per i od or if you have another
class to teach after the conference.
INFORMATION
Information can be associated with input and generally
provides parents with knowledge of their child or the
reading program. The information to be conveyed during the
conference will vary according to the purpose of the conference. But some bas i c i nformat i on wi 11 be appropri ate to
many conferences and wi 11 a 1so requ i re some pre-p 1ann i ng
and compilation prior to the conference.
6) Assessment
Test information is frequently shared during the
reading conference. The teacher should present the information as realistically as possible, while remaining positive.
For example, the teacher can relay scores as number of correct responses or percent of correct responses, rather than
expressing the negative.
7) PROGRAM
A brief explanation of the child's reading program,
showing parents the child's reading text, workbook with supplementary reading materials will familiarize parents with
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the materials and content of the program. A daily schedule
indicating the reading periods frequently may help parents
understand the pressures and philosophy of the school
read i ng program. Parents are frequent 1y not f ami 1i ar with
the various types of reading programs and a few moments
spent on relaying the advantages and characteristics of the
approach will enhance their understanding.
8) Materials
Teachers should develop a folder of work samples for
each child. This folder should accurately portray the range
of reading activities children complete for reading. Samples
of 1anguage exper i ence stor i es , creat i ve wri t i ng samp 1es ,
regular assignments, extra credit assignments, and workbook
or dittoed materials that may be pertinent to the conference.
ACTIVITIES
The activities to occur during the conference are
estab 1i shed as the agenda is deve loped for the conference
as with the questions and information, pre-planning is
likewise required. The agenda should plan activities that
focus upon the purpose of the conference. One can equate
the activities with the materials used for the instructional
proces s. As such, the act i vit i es shou 1d serve to support
the questions and information that is presented. Activities
would typically center upon:
9) Welcoming the parent
Every effort should be made to establish rapport with
the parent. Many parents frequently feel ill at ease when
talking with their child's teacher. As teachers, we want to
make them feel welcome, relaxed, comfortable and important.
Our goal is to ultimately open up communication with parents
so the signa 1s that we emi t upon our first encounter wi 11
hopefully convey this intent.
10) Share the Agenda
At the beginning of the conference, the teacher
should thank the parent for coming and state the purpose of
the conference. Even though th is was most 1ike ly conveyed
over the telephone or ina note to the parent, th is will
serve as an off i cia 1 remi nder of the purpose and what you
hope to accomplish by the end of the conference.
11) Materials Examination
If the conference is information sharing regarding
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type of program and methods used, it would be appropriate
to pull the texts and workbooks that students are using and
allow the parent time to leaf through them. This could also
occur, however, prior to the conference, if several conferences are schedu 1ed on one day. The teacher mi ght d i sp 1ay
the materials on a table, outside the conference area, so a
parent could examine them while waiting to begin the conference. If you are examining the materials in the conference
room wi th the parents, pu 11 the ch i 1dIs work samp 1es and
review these with the parents to enter into the conference.
This will serve as an opener and can also become a positive
entry point for further discussion.
FEEDBACK
Just as students need feedback regarding instruction,
so do parents regarding the conference. The feedback should
include a number of strategies to reinforce, summarize, and
follow-up.
12) Interact i on
Teacher and parent interactions are obviously very
important in a conference. Just as we may have students
that we overreact to, we may also have parents who bring
out the worst in us. As profess i ona 1s we must exami ne our
reactions, not become defensive and be as objective and constructive as possible.
13) Encouragement
The teacher should begin the conference by making the
parent feel welcome and at ease, and should establish
rapport. In addition, information sharing should be considered positive. Parents should be encouraged to comment
about the i r ch i 1dIs program, progress, prob 1ems and any
questions that are raised. Parents should also be encouraged
to ask questions. In fact, prior to the conference, suggest
that parents write down any questions that they might have.
sten
Teachers, who are accustomed to do i ng most of the
talking must make a concerted effort to pause periodically,
to look for verba I and non verba 1 cues and to pick up on
parents' questions and concerns. In addition, teachers
shou Id listen enthus i ast i ca lly to parents. The teacher who
appears bored during the conference or presents an image
that what parents are saying is unimportant will do little
to enhance cooperation and collaboration between parents
and schools.
14) U
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15) Summarize
At the close of the conference the teacher should
fi rst ask the parent to summarize the major points of the
ronfprpnrp. Thi s wi 11 ensure that both parties have heard
the same information. The teacher should reiterate the
major points of the conference and parent and teacher
should collaborati vely develop a plan that addresses any
problems that have been discussed. If this was not a problem
-solving conference, but an information oriented conference,
then a bri ef summary wi 11 be suff i c i ent. Teachers shou 1d
make a po i nt of hav i ng every conference end on a pos i ti ve
note, just as it began. This may seem difficult with particular students, especially if one is into a problem-solving
conference, but the positive approach will bring more dividends than the negative.
16) Evaluation
Take a few moments at the end of the conference to
judge the effectiveness of the conference. Were your questions and the parents questions adequately answered? Did
the parents leave the conference with a positive feeling?
How will you follow-up on the conference and institute any
plans that were jointly developed during the conference?
I

SUMMARY
This article was developed to help teachers plan for
more effective reading conferences. Although applied to
the area of read i ng, th is format and the steps presented
can also be utilized in other areas. The planning and
events of the conference overlap with the instructional
process; as such, once identified, they can become as automatic as instruction.
Following these steps will allow for smoother conferences and greater communication between teachers and parents
and will ultimately provide a positive effect for students.
A few moments spent planning will help ensure the focus and
communication that was desired by scheduling the conference.
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LITERARY BOOKS MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
IN TEACHING THE ESL STUDENT
Mary H. Appleberry
Elvia Ana Rodriyuez

Stephen F. Austin State University
Nacogdoches, Texas
Eager, bri ght eyed ch i Idren gather close a round the
teacher's chair, where she holds several enticing books. In
this multiethnic class she makes very sure that Juanita,
Pablo, and Kim, who know little English, are seated close
to her where they can point to pictures and hear her words
clearly. The teacher begins with The Very Hungry Caterpillar,
the children giggling as he eats his way through "One red
apple", "Two yellow pears", etc. While the story is reread
the children join in chorus as different pupils point to
the pictures. The teacher continues with Teddy Bears One to
Ten, Ape in a Cape, Numbers of Things, Green Says Go, or
other books that teach colors, numbers, ABCs, and concepts
of shape and size. Juan i ta, Pab I 0, and Ki m beam as they
point correctly to pictures and join in repeating the
stories with the group, learning through pictures, listening
and speaking.
Ni nety to ni nety-f i ve percent of ch i I dren are taught
to read through basal reading programs (Austin and Morrison,
p. 54). Basal readers are carefully prepared series of
books designed to teach reading skills sequentially from
kindergarten or first grade readiness through sixth or
eighth grade levels. They use a carefully controlled limited
vocabulary and planned repetition of words, which often
results in unnatural language patterns and stories of
mediocre quality and interest. Generally, though, the newer
basal readers have broadened their portrayal of ethnic
minorities and women, IIFor children not from middle-class
American culture, basal readers have failed to present life
realistically. They have not motivated children who are
culturally different." (Zintz, p. 103) Frequently the
different life style portrayed in basal readers seem ali en
to the perception of culturally or racially different
children. (Dallmann et al., pp. 475-481)
As Burns, Roe, and Ross suggest, a balanced reading
(and language development) program should include basal,
funct i ona I or content read i ng , and recreat i ona I literature
reading. We suggest emphasizing the latter which can develop
language, reading with appreciation, and lifetime reading
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interests.
IIChildren's literature will be broadly defined as
creative literary work that has been especially written
designed for children's use ... It is meant to delight,
inform and to affect the va 1ues and understand i ngs of
young readers.1I (Chambers, p. 1)

any
and
to
its

IIWe use the term ch i 1dren 's 1i terature to refer to
those materials, both fiction and nonfiction, which were
wri tten pri mari ly for the reader's enj oyment rather than
for direct instruction. 1I (Hall et a!., p. 230) The
writers
of this article, however, advocate using such literary
books for instruction to develop language.
Books of children's literature are called trade books,
defined in the Standard College Dictionary as ----rranedition
of a book designed for ordinary sale to the general public,
as d i st i ngu i shed from a textbook, II and fortunate ly these
trade books are available in great variety and fine quality
in Ii brar i es and book stores. Among the many va 1ues of
literature listed by Norton are pleasure, literary heritage,
knowledge, self concept, imagination, and developing posit i ve att i tudes toward other cu I tures and ethn i c groups.
Norton states, IIDue to the fact that literature provides
both a mode 1 for 1anguagae and st i mu 1at i on for ora I and
written activities, it excels in developing language. 1I (Norton, 1983, pp. 4, 5-7)
Preferably, teachers should select books that are attractive,
i nteresti ng, and--most important--books that have repeated
patterns or those that are pred i ctab I e enough so that the
chi Idren wi II be able to join in as the teacher reads the
story. Such participation stories are invaluable aids to
learning English.
The use of 1i terature wi th a var i ety of interest i ng
content also presents numerous concepts which children need
to understand. Pronunc i at i on and mean i ng are both vita I .
For the child learning English, meaning is most important
because without meaning the student wi 11 just have learned
to mimic the pronunciation of a teacher, a tape, or another
student.
Students who are also in need of self concept development can find literary books to be most helpful. See What I
Am, Are You My Mother?, Gi I berto and the Wi nd, I Know a Lot
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of Things, I Know What I Like and Mr. Rabbit and Lovely Present are only a few of these books that help with the development of self concept.
Books where students can participate with the teacherreader are abundant. Students can focus on linguistic
commonalitites and differences through literary books. Some
of these are: I Can't, Sa i d the Ant, Have You Seen My Cat?,
Millions of Cats, Horton Hatches the Egg, Ask Mr. Bear, and
Who Took the Farmer's Hat?
Students whose first language is one other than English
can learn English skills most readily by listening to the
new sounds and by produc i ng those new sounds. Therefore,
listening skills need to be mastered first. Children need
to experi ence the new 1anguage by 1i sten i ng to it as frequent ly as poss i b1e. Teachers can read books to ch i 1dren ,
noting and stressing patterns. Tapes can also be made so
that the student can fo 11 ow the story independent 1y. Books
can, and do, open new worlds to the non-English speaker. By
listening to stories, a child not only familiarizes himself
with the new sounds but also learns a new vocabulary and
starts experiencing a new language by listening to it.
The non- Eng 1ish speaker a 1so needs to master speak i ng
the new 1anguage, Eng 1ish. Books are assets for teach i ng
th i s sk ill. As the student is read to or 1i stens to taped
stor i es, he is dec i pheri ng the new 1anguage. Al though the
process is very i ntri cate, the student wi 11 eventually be
able to express the language orally. Initially, opportunities like joining in while the teacher reads, repeating certain phrases with or without other children, and eventually
retelling the story are activities that help the child
practice his English skills. He will make many mistakes at
first, but in a group such errors are r.ot noticeable.
Ridicule of the pronunciation is taboo for if the child
feels a sense of rejection, then his verbal skills will be
stifled. Children do need the opportunity to verbalize the
experiences of the main character, the setting, the feelings
expressed, or anything else about the story which the child
wants to share. Pictures in books can br i ng exper i ences
closer to home. Having speaking opportunities gives the
child further practice in the new language. Books open the
doors to speaking opportunities.
After the child has had ample opportunities to listen
to the new language and has had many experiences in trying
out the new language himself, the child is then ready to at-
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tempt the third skill - reading. Reading cannot develop
until the child has had wide exposure to a rich vocabulary,
experi ences , concepts, pronunc i at i on and mean i ng . Many
essential listening and speaking episodes must have preceded
this reading skill, for if these preliminary skills have
been by-passed, the student is doomed to failure. No reading
for meaning is possible if the child has not had sufficient
meaningful background in English.
Although instruction should move from the known to the
unknown according to sound learning principles, learning
the new language in a comfortable classroom setting without
the stress of having to finish a basal reader within a specific period of time can create success rather than failure.
By hav i ng many 1i sten i ng opportun i ties through books,
the non-Engl ish speakers can feel and absorb the new language. Then can a 1so rei terate the new 1anguage, and speak
it independently. Additionally, children can be challenged
to explore new avenues when they are offered opportunities
to speak the new language by retelling the story, by repeating patterns, and by doing oral activities in a group. And,
finally, books can challenge the children to open doors for
themselves by reading.
There is no doubt that our students need the very best
language and literacy skills in order to meet today's
world. However, the instructional program for a person who
is learning English initially and/or expanding English
1anguage sk ill s needs to place Eng 1ish competence at the
top of the list. With the kind of literature based program
we have described, culturally relevant material which
focuses on some of the 1i ngu i st i c differences between the
students' language and English is imperative.
Books are merely tools for teaching, but a creative,
innovative, and enthusiastic teacher can make the difference
with literary books at the tools for teaching the ESL
student. Once a teacher discovers how to utilize the treasure of books in the 1i bra ry with a 11 students, the ESL
student will benefit immeasurably.
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STRATEGIES FOR INDEPENDENTLY
ATTACKING UNRECOGNIZED WORDS
Leo M. Schell
Kansas State University
Manhattan, Kansas
"What1s this word, Mrs. Kalb?" asked Matt.
"Mrs. Kalb sighed. "You should be able to sound it
out, Matt. It follows the short vowel rule we learned just
yesterday.
Sound familiar? Many remedial readers--in skill
I essons- - seem to have sat i sf actory command of the phon i c
or structural analysis subskill on which they are worKing.
They can satisfactorily complete a worksheet, playa game,
or engage in an activity requiring the use of the subskill.
But, like Matt, they often cannot re Ii ab 1y app Iy these
same skills in functional reading situations when they
meet an unrecognized word. They are able to handle individual subskills in isolation but when faced with a situation
in wh i ch they must respond to and man i pu 1ate severa I of
these skills in a non-mechanical manner, that is, where
they must make decisions, they seem unable to perform
equally well.
Guthrie (1973), in an impressive study comparing
norma 1 and d i sab I ed readers, conc 1uded that alack of
interfacilitation among skills is debilitating for the disabled children" (p. 17). He believes that interfacilitation
among subskills is necessary for normal reading and that
one source of disability for poor readers is their lack of
integration of decoding subskills.
Jenkins, et al (1980) asked 17 good and 17 poor third
grade readers to pronounce nonsense words such as c I ide,
sarw inky, and weapadoot in i so 1at i on. They found that the
good readers were significantly more flexible in their
attempts than were the poor readers, many of whom either
continuously repeated a pronunciation or gave one that was
entirely unrelated to the key word. Even though given
repeated opportunities to correctly pronounce these words,
poor readers as a group d i dn t change each pronunc i at i on
or think of reasonable alternatives.
Possible Explanations
There are several plausible explanations for this depressing phenomenon. One is that these students have not
mastered the subskill to a level where its use is automatic
(Samuels, 1976). This explanation would require that these
II

II

I
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children receive additional practice
until automaticity is reached.

in the

subskills

Another possible explanation is that of Piagct (1958)
who 110 1<.b Llld l d t the cone reLe UlJerd Li OilS S Ldge of menta 1
development, ages 7-11, children can't simultaneously manipulate two or more variables but can only focus on one of
them at a time. This explanation provides some insight
into why some five to eight-year-olds behave as they do
when faced with an unrecognized word. But it doesn't
specify what we can do instructionally to help these children other than to wa it for them to reach a subsequent
stage of mental development. Neither does it explain why
older remed i a 1 readers who have atta i ned stages of menta 1
development beyond that of concrete operations sti II are
also unable to apply learned subskills in functional
reading situations to sound out unrecognized words.
A third possibility is that these readers lack a systematic strategy for independently attacking an unrecogni zed word, i. e., they have not been taught nor have they
practiced what to do in such situations.
Suggested Strategies
Several reading authorities have outlined strategies
they believe will help remedy this deficiency. Evelyn
Spache (1982) suggests a complicated procedure for attacking monosyllabic words.
1. What is the sound of the fi rst I etter or bI end?
Finish reading the sentence. What makes sense here
with this beginning sound or blend? NOWdo you
know the word? If not, go on to step 2.
2. If there is one vowel at the beginning or middle,
try the short sound of the vowel.
3. If there is one vowel in the middle and an e a the
end, try the long vowel.
4. If there are two vowels together, try the long
sound for the first vowel, except for Qi, oy, ou,
ew, or ~.
5. Say the whole word. If that does not make sense,
try the other vowel sound.
6. Now do you know the word? If not, wri te it down.
Go on with your reading and get help~r.(p.63)
It must be noted that, before th is procedure can be
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used effecti vely, the chi ld must know the short and long
sounds of the vowels. Also, it applies only to monosyllabic
words and young children may have difficulty recognizing
whether a word is monosyllabic, e.g., thought vs. even.
Last, it is too complicated for young children to learn
and use as it is given.
However, each step--plus step 6--could be taught individually to children after they had learned the requisite
phonic principle. A chart could be made showing steps 1
and 6 and the procedure explained and modeled by the
teacher. Ideally the teacher would then present a sentence
containing a word the children couldn't identify, e.g., He
had strong arms, and have them model the steps. The chart
might be displayed and referred to whenever an unrecognized
word needed decoding. As each step was taught, the chart
could be expanded, allowing the children to practice using
several steps to arrive at the word's pronunciation.
If a child meets an unrecognized word while reading
orally, however, it's probably best to tell the child the
word, particularly if the children are in groups. Later,
the teacher can refer to the chart and discuss with the
child or the whole group what might be done to decode the
word successfully.
Wilson (1972) suggests a seven-step procedure for use
with multisyllabic words.
1. Look carefully at the word from left to right. (Although th is step may appear to be e I ementa ry , it
is often all that is necessary.)
2. Exami ne the context for contextua I clues. (Read
the whole sentence.)
3. Exami ne the word for st ructura I character i st i c s :
prefixes, suffixes, and compound words.
4. Divide the word into syllables and try to pronounce
it. As stated earlier, this technique is often sufficient for older readers.
5. Establish the vowel sounds and attempt to pronounce
them.
6. Sound out all the letters and attempt to pronounce
them.
7.If at this point the student still is unable to
derive the word's pronunciation or meaning, he/she
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should: first, be referred to the dictionary;
second, be directed to use word attack skills
which will unlock the word; or third, be told the
word.
He suggests putting these steps on a chart in a
readily available place so it can be easily referred to.
It wou I d be poss i b I e to incorporate Spache' s suggest ions on sound i ng out vowe I I etters wi th Wi I son's step 5
where he mere ly admon i shes the reader to "attempt to pronounce them but gives no spec i f i c suggest ions as to how
to do this. This specificity is a strength in Spache's
steps.
II

The remedial readers with whom I'm acquainted are
nearly always unable to use such a procedure if all the
steps are presented at once; they require smaller "chunks"
taught over a period of time and each one integrated with
the ones previously learned. As with Spache's steps,
explicit instruction, teacher modeling, practice by the
ch i I dren , and repeated app I i cat i on are necessary if th is
procedure is to become more automat i ca II y and hab i tua II y
used by children.
Readers need to understand that these procedures
offer no guarantees that they'll produce a recognizable
pronunciation. Many monosyllabic words are spelled irregularly, occasionally multisyllabic words don't follow
common syllabication generalizations (e.g., u'ni/form,
dec' o/rate), and sometimes context is inadequate to cue
pronunciation of the word. And sometimes two of these situations may be combined as in "They wanted to fete the new
king. In these instances, independence may bebeyond the
grasp of the reader.
Reader Application and Flexibility
Durkin (1983) lucidly illustrates how readers should
flexibly apply procedures such as those outlined above.
This is how she believes a reader should think while
try i ng to determi ne the pronunc i at i on of prove in "That
doesn't prove a thi ng.
The last ~ probably means one syllable. Two vowels.
The Q has the long sound so that's o---prov¢. Prove?
I never heard that word before. I'll try the short
sound: o---prov~. Gee, that's not a word either.
II

II

- -
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Let's see. I' II try some other words: prav, prev,
priv, pr--I can't even say it with a long ~ sound. I
better keep go i ng; proov--Oh, proov. Sure. That
doesn't prove a thing. (p. 194)
Or, similarly with the multisyllabic word giddy in
the sentence, "The ch i I dren were too giddy to hear what
the man said."
I'll divide it between the d's. The first syllable
probably sounds like kid so that would be jid. The I
has the long e sound so the last syllable is de.
Jiddy. Jiddy? I never heard of a word like that.
Maybe .£L doesn't have the soft sound. I 'II try the
hard one. That would be giddy. That's okay. The
children weretoo giddy to hear what the man said.(194)
To help children be flexible and to vary possible
sounds and syllabication (as well as putting the pronounced
word into context to see whether it makes sense) as Durkin
suggests, teachers wi II have to "wa I k ch i I dren through the
process," step by step, wi th words they don't recogn i ze.
Then the ch i I dren must i mi tate the teacher, verba liz i ng
the process (to the degree possible with their limited
ability to express themselves).
Conclusion
Learning this skill, just like learning the short
sound of e or how to di vide between medial consonants,
must be systematically and regularly taught to chi ldren
and used by them. A casual explanation now and then won't
suffice anymore than it would for learning decoding skills.
Even though we must prov i de ch i I dren wi th the competence to use these skills in a functional reading situation
so that they can successfully attack unrecognized words,
there are some problems. One is that this technique isn't
described in any basal reader teacher's manual, there are
no worksheets to teach it, I have never seen it in any
scope and sequence chart, and few methods textbooks include
it.
Second, a teacher is needed. Th is process requ ires
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interact i on between a ch i I d and a human be i ng who can
explain this process at the child's level of understanding;
a human being who can demonstrate to chi ldren what to do
and how to do it and he I p the ch i I d know when and how to
do it; a human be in WllO can i ncarfJord Le Llle fJr'acess 1 n La
functional situations when it is appropriate.
Maybe we can help the Matts of this world.
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USING LANGUAGE TO GAIN
INSIGHT INTO LITERACY LEARNING
Dora L. Bailey and Richard T. Vacca
Reading and Writing Development Ctr.
Kent State University, Kent, Ohio
A "language story" captures children's interactions with
their immediate surroundings--the world about them--in such
a way that it reflects how children develop the expectation
that oral or written language is meaningful. As teachers of
reading and writing we can use children's language stories
as a tool to gain insights into processes related to literacy learning. Take, for example, Amy's story.
As a preschooler, Amy enjoyed reading the signs along
the road and the eye-catch i ng adverti sements d i spl ayed by
the supermarkets and gasoline stations. She would also read
the labels of familiar home products. Once she discovered
that the label related directly to the content, she became
an avid reader of labels and excitedly explained that now
she wou 1d not need to squeeze a tube, sp i II a bott 1e, or
open a box to discover what was inside--she would merely
read the label and know!
One hot, sunny afternoon Amy went swimming with her
family at the local beach. She was accompanied by her nineyear old cous in, Clint and her grandparents. The grandpa rents feared that Amy I slight skin would be harmed by the
sun and had brought along a bottle of sun-screen. Amy
reached for the bottle of "stuff" and proceeded to read the
label, "Sun ... in a bottle? .. Clint, what's this word?"
Cl i nt answered, "Sun screen".
Upon hearing the answer to her reading dilemma, Amy
began to cry in panic. She cried loudly; she signaled
extreme distress. However, she could not communicate clearly
what had caused her distress. Her grandparents were alarmed
but totally unable to penetrate the reason for her distress.
Although they tried to comfort and reassure Amy, they could
not alleviate her panic.
Amy's cousin, however, sensed that her distress was the
outcome of what she had read on the label. He picked up the
bottle and said, "Is it the bottle that scares you?" Amy
gu I ped a scream and nodded her head. Her cous in read the
label aloud, "Sun screen--are you afraid of this?" Amy
nodded "Yes" wh i Ie strugg ling to suppress her sobs. Clint
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looked hard at the label and suddenly smiled triumphantly.
II Amy ,
it's the screen, isn't it? You think we're going to
put a screen around you ... you're afraid of being penned up
in a metal screen!"
Amy stopped swallowing sobs, the tears ceased to flow.
Her eyes cri nkl ed and she smi I ed back at her cous in. He
hastened to pour some of the creamy liquid on his hand and
rubbed it on his face and chest, liSee, it's just a lotion;
it wi II prevent burning--i t screens out the rays of the
sun, but it's not a metal screen." Amy giggled and between
sighs said, "A screen that's not a screen--a screen that's
a lot i on. How sill y ! II
Amy had had a natura I read i ng experi ence. Accord i ng to
Piaget (1968), Amy was at the pre-operational cognitive
level, ages 2-5, in which she related objects one to another
through language. Each of Pi aget' s stages represents the
way in which the person acti vely constructs knowledge of
the world around him or her.
A person's expectations, schemata or idea of how things
should fit together or what should occur, are based on the
past learning experiences of the individual. Neisser (1976)
stated that "because we can see only what we know how to
look for; it is these schemata (together wi th the i nformation actually available) that determines what will be
perceived" (p. 20). It is an individual's conceptualization
of the world that determines meaning in reading.
Amy's present cogn i t i ve map I ed her to expect that the
conta i ner conta i ned what the I abe I read. The can wi th the
label "SOUp" had soup in it. The box with the label "rice"
had rice in it, and so on.
The first hint that all was not as it should have been
wi th Amy's perception was when she read "sun II and responded
"Sun in a bottle?" The response indicated Amy's pre-operational cognition level. It centerd on one variable at a
time and on one perception of that variable. To understand
her fear, it became necessary to understand that after
read i ng the word screen Amy a I so expected a meta I screen
in the bottle.
II

II

What does Amy's language story tell us?
This vignette exemplifies the role of prediction in
reading. Amy predicted from what she knew about the world
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and 'guessed ' what would be in the bottle. She thought that
",Sun Screen was the real thing--a metal screen. But it
would also be a barrier, between herself and a lot of
things because screens limit freedom of movement. According
to Smith (1982) " ... this ability to predict is both pervasive and profound, because it is the basis of our comprehension of the world (p. 60).
II

Amy's predictions, based on past experience, came from
a theory of the world that was in her head. Her predictions
led her to percei ve the world as she expected to percei ve
it. Thus, her understanding of the world as it unfolded for
her was continually affected by what she already knew.
Prediction is necessary in life so that obstacles can
be dealt with before they can become hindrances. Amy's
screams came before the perceived metal screen was erected.
Her screams and tears were her attempt to prevent the perceived loss of freedom.
Prediction also helps to elirril1ate irrelevant possibilities. For example, Amy would have realized that "Sun
Screen definitely was not a "car" or a "house". Smith
defines prediction as " ... the prior el imination of unl ikely
alternatives" (p. 62). In order to predict, the reader must
form a mental image of the expected meaning. The occurrence
of imagery during reading has been demonstrated in recent
bra i n research (Kraft et a 1., 1980). Imagery is based on
the cognitive map in each individual's mind.
II

Teachers need to tap into chi ldren 1s imagery to assess
what is being perceived during reading. In order to monitor
children's cognitive maps, teachers must encourage children
to become active, verbal participants in the classroom.
Listen to children
Language stories from chi ldren can be a key that teachers can use to cue into children's background in language
and into their cognitive map of language. A 1language
story 1 occurs when a child demonstrates an expectatio~ that
oral or written language makes personal sense. Amy's personal sense of based on her perception of how oral and written
language functioned in the total world.
Amy1s story is an example of Clay's (1967 & 172) assertion that children display meaning-oriented strategies very
early. Young children who exhibit behavior similar to Amy's
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have a 'I i teracy set' for read i ng. "They beg into operate
immed i ate I y and automat i ca II yin appropri ate ways whenever
they are faced with print" (Holdaway, 1979, p. 61).
[3y what process do cllildren recu~nile L!le 1l1djuriLy ur
words so early? In what context have they learned some of
the words previously? The evidence suggests that chi ldren
learn to read through a natural, developmental mode (Clark,
1976; Durkin, 1966). Children today have access to meaningfu I read i ng, in books, on signs, on food cans and cerea I
boxes, on T.V., etc. Durkin (1966) and Clark (1976) found
that early reading children tend to read 'spontaneously'
and show a great dea I of interest in pri nt found around
them.

Amy's early reading behavior showed that she knew the
meaning of reading and was using reading to obtain meaning.
Holdaway (1979) would state that reading had a "deep"
meaning for Amy. Further, Amy had shown knowledge of the
conventions of print: a label on the bottle relates to what
is in the bottle. Amy's emotional response to her perception
of the meaning of the print showed that when reading, young
children do not just parrot the surface verbal recall
level.
A number of chi ldren enter school knowing how to read
wi thout hav i ng been forma lly taught. Teachers can use th is
naturally developed knowledge of children as a spring board
for further literacy development. From the "mouths of
babes" teachers can gain invaluable cues to each child's
level of language background and reading development.
Thus, as teachers guide the children's reading development, they can create bri dges from the ch i I dren 's i nterna I
cognitive maps to the external meaning of print.
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AN INTEGRATIVE READING-LANGUAGE APPROACH
Dixie D. Sanger
Sheldon L. Stick, Una A. Lange
Department of Special Education
University of Nebraska-Lincoln
Reading instruction is considered one of the most
important instructional activities in elementary grade
classrooms, because it provides children with knowledge
about the world. Positive relationships between ability to
read and language development have been reported by a number of authors, who say classroom teachers could help many
children become more effective readers by incorporating selected principles of language development into reading
instruction (Anastasiow, 1970; Goodman, 1974; Lundsteen,
1977; Monroe & Rogers, 1964; Stark, 1975). Some authors
cIa i m that read i ng is based upon ora 1 1anguage competence
and performance (Ha 11 & Rami g, 1978). Others (Smi th, 1978)
po i nt out that read i ng and ora 1 1anguage share a common
core of vocabu 1ary items, grammat i ca 1 forms, and speech
perception skills such as phoneme discrimination and sound
blending (Hillerich, 1978; Venezky, 1970).
Wiig and Semel (1976) indicated that reading problems
might be related to difficulty in understanding the ideas
being expressed by complex syntactic structures. Rupley
(1974) suggested that wh i 1e the concepts were wi th ina
child's level of understanding, the vocabulary used in
reading texts might be too complex, and Vogel (1974 &
1977) reported that poor readers might be deficient in the
use of morphological skills.
Clearly there are many researchers who underscore the
importance of language-based skills as precursors to efficient reading ability (Gleitman & Rozin, 1977; Vellutino,
1977; Li berman & Shankwe i 1er, 1979; Li berman, 1982; Wren,
1983). However, it is st ill doubtfu 1 that adequate attention has been directed to incorporating language-based
activities into reading instruction (Goodman & Goodman,
1977). Although some programs have addressed the importance
of such activities, the effectiveness of such programs has
not been well documented.
Th i s study sought to determi ne whether th i rd-grade
children identified as poor readers (6-12 mos. delay) were
able to improve their reading performances after being provided instruction using an integrated reading-language
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approach. It was specu I ated that the bas is for some or
most reading difficulties were language problems resulting
from deficiencies in constructing meaning from a spoken or
printed message, difficulty understanding and/or remembering the message proposition(s), and incongruities between
a child's knowledge of language and linguistic information
presented.
METHOD
Subjects
The 47 thi rd-grade chi ldren were identi fied as low
readers by the i r classroom teachers accord i ng to cr iter i a
(informal observations, criterion referenced tests, and
California Achievement Test) established in their school
district. Twenty-seven children with a mean chronological
age of 106.5 mos. were in the three exper i menta I groups
and twenty children with a mean chronological age of 105.2
mos. were in the three control groups. All subjects were
without known handicapping conditions and all were considered to be from middle socioeconomic families.
Procedures
A quasi-experimental design involving three intact
experimental groups and three intact control groups, in
self-contained third-grade classrooms, was implemented in
three public schools during the regularly scheduled reading
instruction. One experimental and one control group was
located in each of the three schoo Is. The study i nvo I ved
14 weeks of treatment wi th another two weeks requ i red for
pre- and posttesti ng. The i ntegrati ve treatment cons i sted
of four I anguage act i vi ties based upon research find i ngs
1) following verbal
of Sanger, Stick and Lange (1984):
directions; 2) retelling stories; 3) describing objects or
pictures; 4) defining words. The dependent measures included the Informal Reading-Language Test (Lange, Sanger &
Stick, 1983; Sanger, Stick & Lange, 1982) and the Test of
Reading Comprehension (Brown, Hammill & Wiederholt, 1978).
A 2 x 3 analysis of variance was applied to the data. A
90-minute training workshop (Sanger & Stick, 1984) was
held prior to implementation of treatment for the three experimental teachers. The experimental teachers were instructed to select and integrate the activities with reading
instruction when the children appeared to have difficulty
following directions, understanding and expressing ideas
or vocabulary, or were unable to retell stories.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A t-test on the means of the dependent measures was
computed for pretest scores to determine if the composition
of the combined three experimental and control groups
differed significantly in performance. Respective mean pretest scores for the ma i n groups were not stati st i ca lly
different. An analysis of variance on the posttest subtest
scores from the two dependent measures did not indicate
statistically significant difference between the mean
scores for the two main groups. However, it was determined
that there was a statistically significant interaction between group and teacher. Therefore, the resul ts of ma i n
effects are not reported.
Significant interactions between group and teacher
were noted only for the subtests General Vocabulary (F =
7.41, df = 2/41, p < .05), Syntactical Similarities CF =
4.56, (ff = 2/41,-p < .05), and Reading Directions-of
Schoolwork (F = 13.46, df = 2/41, P < .001). As a result,
the posttest- scores were graphed and plotted for further
examination. It was noteworthy that two of the experimental
groups outperformed thei r control counterparts; however,
the thi rd experimental group did not reach the level of
performance of its control group. Although the three
experimental teachers were exposed to the identical workshop, they apparently varied in their abilities to successfully integrate the four language activities into the readi ng instruct i on. It was conc 1uded that the success of the
treatment was due to the efforts from two of the three experimental teachers. These differences might have been related to individual teacher styles of instructing reading,
to teachers' backgrounds in reading and in language development, or to the extent to which the treatment was provided
during the study. Also, it is possible that a particular
school philosophy encouraged listening and retelling of
stories as a skill to be taught in reading development.
A notable observation, after the study was completed,
was that the three experimental teachers reported they
believed the treatment was effective and that it would be
continued with future reading instruction. Retelling
stories and defining words were considered the most beneficial activities, while the emphasis on vocabulary develo~
ment, sequencing of ideas, and the focus on language
deve 1opment were viewed as advantages of the integrated
reading-language approach. Similar findings had been
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reported earlier (Sanger, Stick & Lange, 1984). However,
the data did not clear ly support the va 1ue of i ncorporating verbal language activities into reading instruction.
Perhaps the relationship between language and reading
invol ves more of the temporally static elements found in
written language components. Hammill and McNutt (1981) reported that good verbal language skills are not a guarantee
of good reading abilities. Instead, there are strong correlates between reading and written language because reading
is the receptive form of written language.
This study showed that it was feasible to include selected expressive and receptive language activities (focusing on syntactic-semantic relationships) into reading
instruction. Although there are several factors to consider
when teaching reading, interventions must be tai lored to
meet the needs of each student, based on a profile of individual strengths and weaknesses. It would seem that if teachers used an integrated reading-language approach they
would be helping children better understand a writer's intentions by providing opportunities for experimenting with
different types of meaning and differentiating meanings accord i ng to context and form (01 son, 1982). Cons i derat i on
also should be given to the possibility that all aspects
of oral language may not be equally strong correlates of
reading.
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TEACHER EXPECTATION:
IMPLICATIONS FOR ACHIEVEMENT
Dan T. Ouzts
Coord., Graduate Reading Program
The Citadel, Charleston, S. C.
One variable that has often been cited for high
ach i evement in schoo 1 is that of high expectat ions for
1ea rn i ng. Wh i 1e most teachers wou 1d agree that some type
of expectation, positive or negative, is placed upon
every student in every classroom, how one arrives at
these expect at ions var i es as much as the effect it has
upon the student. The idea that we as classroom teachers
may have different expectations for students in our classrooms could be related to the different types of interactions that are a daily part of the classroom.
What, then, are the characteristics of the classroom
teacher who ha s placed expectat ions on the students in
their classrooms and what are the effects of teacher expectation in improving reading achievement?
Read i ng teachers must guard aga i nst t ransmi tt i ng to
children a sense of failure when they are not progressing
as the teacher had hoped. There are numerous studies
which show that teacher expectations become self-fulfilling prophecies over time (Brophy and Good, 1974; Cooper,
1979; Dunkin and Biddle, 1974).
EI i j ah (1980) stated that the phenomenon of teacher
expectation does exist and is an influential factor in
determi n i ng how much is I earned in the pr i mary school
classroom. Quite often we hear that boys do not achieve
as well as girls in reading at the primary level or that
Chapter I students are not expected to achieve as well as
non-Chapter students. These expectations for learning
could be directly related to the reading achievement or
underach i evement of these students. Sher i dan ( 1978)
believes that the sex of the child may determine teacher
expectancy while Bank (1980) has stated that teachers
were more likely to overrate the abilities of girls than
boys because the role behaviors of sitting quietly,
listening well, reading and writing well, and not chalI eng i ng the teacher appear to be ro I e c ha racter i st i cs
associated with girls. The student's classroom behavior
has been assoc i ated wi th teacher expectancy in terms of
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act i ng out behav i ors . The student who acts out a s contrasted to the student who is withdrawn will usually
i nf 1uence teacher expectat i on, and Brophy ( 1974) stated
that when teachers have low expectations for certain students they may skip over them during cla:,sroom discussions.
Thus, low achieving students may recei ve less encouragement and attention from the teacher.
Prior to 1968 there was little research to explain
how teachers I expectat ions i nf 1uenced the students I
academi c performance, espec i all yin the area of read i ng .
It is now commonly accepted that a teacher's behavior can
resu 1tin an expectancy effect when student performance
confirms a teacher's original predictions about a student.
This performance is understood to have been determined by
the teacher's behavior.
With the first major study on teacher expectancy
(Rosentha 1 and Jacobson, 1968), a sh i ft occurred in the
understand i ng of what happens inc 1assrooms. The resu 1ts
indicated that teachers generated expectations that were
re 1ated to the ab iIi ty 1eve 1s of students and acted in
ways to fulfill them. The results also implied that
teachers may not have been as responsi ve to student performance as they should have been prior to their students
being labeled.
There is still much discussion concerning teacher expectations and the student I s academic performance. Is it
myth? Aaron (1975) states that it is not a myth but
indeed a reality that is far more complex than originally
expected.
Teachers need to view students in es sent i all y pos itive ways and hold favorable expectations. This is particularly important at the elementary level. The almost
unavoidable conclusion is that the teacher's attitude and
opinions regarding students do have a significant influence on success in school (Purkey, 1970).
Probably the most important element in the education
proces sis the teacher (Art 1ey , 1969; Haffner and Slobodian, 1969; Gentile and McMillan, 1976). A teacher who is
knowl edgeab 1e, understand i ng, and adaptab 1e wi 11 tend to
create a comfortable learning environment. Thus, it is essent i a 1 that a teacher have these qua 1it i es in order to
accommodate the 1argest percentage of student vari ation
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and needs (Lipton, 1969). Conversely, rigid and inflexible
teachers were found by Lipton to have less success with
readers, especially the remedial ones.
Teachers must a I so have pos i t i ve att i tudes toward
readi ng. The teacher must be perce i ved by students as a
reader. It is important that th is characteri sti c be
revealed to the students so that they can emulate it.
Perhaps one of the best ways to descri be a good
teacher is to consu I t the students. Hart ( 1934) found
that the following were reasons why students 1iked or
disliked teachers:
Reasons for Liking Teachers (Ranked in importance)
I. Is helpful with school work, explains lessons and
assignments clearly and thoroughly, and uses examples in
teaching.
2. Cheerful, happy, good-natured, jolly, has a sense
of humor and can take a joke.
3. Human, friendly, companionable, "one of us."
4. Interested in and understands pupils.
5. Makes work interesting, creates a desire to work,
makes classwork a pleasure.
Reasons for Disliking Teachers
1. Too cross, crabby, grouchy, never smiles, nagging,
sarcast i c, loses temper, IIf lies off the hand Ie. II
2. Not helpful with school work, does not explain
lessons and assignments, not clear, work not planned.
3. Part i a I, has "pets II or favored students, and
"picks on certain students."
4 Superior, aloof, haughty, "snooty", overbearing,
does not know you out of class.
5. Mean, unreasonable, "hard-boiled", intolerant,
ill-mannered, too strict, makes life miserable.
From the Hart study one cou I d note that the characteristic exhibited by the teacher does have an influence
on student attitude, behavior, and perhaps academic
achievement. Student expectations of thei r teachers
appear to be as related to academic achievement as the
teacher expectat ions. It is important that the read i ng
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teacher not exhibit IIgive Upll attitudes as these feelings
can be sensed by students. Harri s (1977) has stated that
one of the main objectives of the remedial reading teacher
should be to develop a relationship with students in
whictJ UJey afe not afraid they will be scolded, fldiculed,
or pun i shed. Teachers who are sarcasti c, tense, bothered
by interruptions, too serious, and who always want to be
in control will not be successful in remedial reading
classes.
Larkin (1980) has done extensive work with the
Mi lwaukee Teacher Expectation Project and the Mi lwaukee
School Improvement Program Ri se. Both proj ects base work
upon the school deficit theory which essentially says
that teachers in schools with lower expectations for
black students and disadvantaged students convey these
expectations to students in a variety of ways. Larkin
believes that teacher expectation inservice should be
promoted, developed, and offered to all classroom teachers.
If teachers are more aware of the vital role that teacher
expectations play in the academic achievement of students,
then much can be done to insure that expectations are
positive and of a high nature.
There is now research to show that what teachers
expect of the i r students is usua lly what they get (Good,
1982). Some teachers treat students bel ieved to be less
capab 1e in ways that differ substant i a lly from the ways
that they interact with high achievers. Also, there is a
definite link between the teacher's verbal statements and
student 1earn i ng. We i nste i n (1982) states that there is
i ncreas i ng ev i dence to i nd i cate that students are aware
of different i a 1 teacher behav i or and that certa i n practices have negative effects on students
beliefs and
achievement. To promote more thoughtful and successful
teach i ng behav i or, teachers need to understand much more
thoroughly the consequences of placing students into
certain reading groups.
I

Another implication in the level of reading achievement of students is the matter of 1abe 1i ng. Ch i 1dren who
have been labeled slow learners, emotionally handicapped,
dyslexic, culturally disadvantaged, or as having minimal
brain dysfunction may not achieve due to the fact of the
labeling. It appears that we may be more directly responsib 1e for the success or fa i 1ure of students under our
guidance than we care to admit.
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The challenge is evident. Those who have the responsib i 1i ty for teach i ng anyone shou I d be very much aware
of their behavior. Inservice needs to carry this message
to all classroom teachers. Certain "mind-sets", regardless of the academic training of the teacher, will only
lead to further problems in the classroom and impede
learning. One must be aware of general izing or carrying
preconceived notions into the classroom.
Reading teachers are and should be unique. They are
delegated the responsibility for teaching students who
have often been labeled as having poor self-concepts.
Perhaps, these poor self-concepts are the results of
being labeled as remedial students. It is to the teacher
who has this responsibility to be open to change and to
change as needs arise. Regardless of the approach,
method, or material, students will make little, if any,
progress in read i ng wi thout the ass i stance of a teacher
who is able to motivate and who is, also, motivated.
Expectation research might best be summarized as a
set of propositions (Dworkin and Dworkin, 1979). These
propositions are:
1. Negative expectation is alive and well and living in
the classroom;
2. When we, as teachers, are aware of the imp I i cat ions
our behavior has toward students, we may change accordingly;
3. If we establish positive expectation as a form of
intentional intervention, the impact may be seen in the
performance and behavior of students;
4. Where negative expectation already exists, neither
awareness nor positive labeling is a sufficient safeguard
against differential teaching behavior;
5. It is frequently difficult to deal with negative
expectation because adul ts are commi tted to the notion
that regard I ess of the i r own fee ling s, they can and do
deal fairly with all children, and
6. We can begin the reversal of negative to positive expectation if we can point to prior positive statements
or observations about the student and link the new
information to those statements.
As reading
about our roles
the student who
our expectancies

educators, we need to think seriously
with students, especially the role with
is having difficulty in reading. How do
affect this achievement?
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The maj or goa I of any educat i ona I program is the
academi c ach i evement of its students. It seems we need
to use every means possible to achieve this goal. These
means may be quite simple--high and positive expectancies
for all studenL~ regardle~s of any irrelevdnL fdcLur. If
the self-fulfilling prophecy is at work within our classrooms, let us be sure that it is working in a positive
manner for all students.
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READING ROLE MODELS:
FICTIONAL READERS IN CHILDREN'S BOOKS
Dep C. Stnrpy
Literature for Children
University of Nebraska
Lincoln, Nebraska
Teachers and I ibrarians know how important reading
role models are in fostering a positive attitude toward
books. This crucial aspect of a child's education should
go beyond decoding and comprehension to encompass a true
enj oyment of read i ng. Educators a I so hope that youngsters
will value literature for what it is and what it has to
offer. Such a mind set is frequently incubated at home and
further developed early on in the elementary grades.
In the home, a child's outlook toward reading is
continually being molded by parental and sibling role
models. "Naturally how family members regard books, how
much they read and talk about what they read and how many
books they buy and borrow, keep near them and value, will
be a part of the way of life absorbed by thei r chi ldren
almost as if by osmosis." (Chambers, p. 301)
For some youngsters, the educational setting may be
a continuation of the home support for reading; for others
it may be the primary force for developing a life long
interest in--reading. At school teachers and librarians
create a positive atmosphere for reading enjoyment by
encourag i ng creat i ve and cri t i ca I literary response, the
shar i ng of read i ng experi ences and a sp i ri t that is not
always expl icitly stated by an adult but is one that has
definite implications regarding reading.
Another group of individuals that have an impact on
the promotion of reading are characters in children's
books. When youngsters become acqua i nted wi th characters
who are actively involved in reading, they are being introduced to reading role models their own age with similar
problems. Characters who read come from a variety of backgrounds and they react to lIterature in a number of ways.
Characters experience the same joys as their human counterparts when it comes to savoring books by a certain author
or stories on a special topic. They also suffer the same
frustrations when they have difficulties reading or when
they cannot find just the "right" book for a special
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assignment.
These fictional folks also come into contact with a
number of readi ng s i tuati ons that are common to everyday
childhood experiences that do not necessarily involve
literature. For instance, in The Slaves of Speigel (Pinkwater 1982), the intergalactic beings are avid readers of
recipes in search of the "perfect" culinary delight. Youngsters in The Great Grade Po i nt Mystery (Bartho 1omew 1983)
study the i r textbooks books but they a 1so spend a lot of
time pouring over computer programs and printouts. Treehorn,
in The Shrinking of Treehorn (Heide 1971), is a devoted
reader of cerea 1 boxes so he can keep up wi th a 11 tile
current "give away" prizes. While the materials differ,
these characters do read and their particular interests
seem to dictate the type of read i ng that is important in
their life.
Authors wri te about busy characters who make time
in their life to read for enjoyment; this attitude influences other characters. In Bri dge to Terab i th i a (Paterson
1977), Les 1i e asks Jesse, ,II Say, did you ever hear the
story about Moby Dick?'" (p. 41). When Jess does not know
the story, Les 1i e began to sp i n out a wonderfu 1 story
about a whale and a crazy sea captain who was bent on killing it." In a less direct manner, the reading behavior of
one character in Daphne's Book (Hahn 1983) sets another to
thinking. During an English class one student sees another
tot a lly "lost ina book she has never heard of. Her
friend's absorption in the story leads her to wonder if
the book was interesting and if she should get it from the
library. These fictional individuals have made it quite
clear by their actions that they value reading and that
they take their peers as reading role models.
II

II

Not all reading role models are so indirectly presented. In the satire, The Problem With Pulcifer (Heide
1982), Pulcifer adheres tenaciously to his literary habit.
His parents worry that he does not watch enough television,
and that, perhaps, his folks have not set good parental
models. Pulcifer is warned by the librarian that checking
out books from the library (instead of audio visual equipment) cou 1d be the beg i nn i ng of a very dangerous hab it.
Pulcifer is sent to a "special corrective remedial class
for non-viewers" which he fails due to his "dependence" on
reading. Accordingly his visits to an inept psychiatrist
are 0 f no ava i 1. Pu1c i fer s tic ks to his gun s . He has to
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read and read he does. Luck i I y for Pu I c i fer, his parents
accept him (even though they still consider him to be somewhat odd).
He i de c I ever ly i ncorpora tes severa I of tile "read i ng
problem" solution sets familiar to (and frustrating for)
many youngsters in the educational setting. Heide's book,
is seemingly, a reaction to the research findings that
i nd i cate that "mi dd Ie-graders", who usua lly can read by
this time, will be doing less reading. At thesame time,
their interest in viewing hasn't waned; according to
current TV research, they continue to watch about 28 hours
a week. Today more than ever, teachers and parents of
middle-grade children must promote the reading habit,"
(Feeley, p. 15).
Promoting the Reading Habit
Developing an interest in reading can prove to be
as frustrating as it is rewarding. In Eight Mules to Monterey (Beatty 1982), a librarian in 1916 attempts to interest the mounta i n i nhab i tants of the Monterey, Ca Ii forn i a
region in reading and in establishing wilderness library
outposts. Wh i I e Lett i e Ashmore is very enthus i ast i c about
her mission, she meets up with individuals who cannot read
and feel they are not able to enjoy books as a result.
Other would-be-readers are barely eking out a living and
are more concerned with the realities of survival than the
escapism of literature.
The spirit surrounding books and reading comes
across quite clearly in this historical fiction novel. One
problem of note, peculiar to the time, was Ashmore having
to overcome any negative attitudes she might hold about
having a library outpost in a saloon. She finally reconciled her feelings by knowing that access to the library
was far more important than the actual location; if a
place of alcohol ic refreshment had a tendency to draw a
large audience, perhaps these same people would also be
readers.
In the Mariah Delaney Lending Library Disaster
(Greenwald 1977), a reluctant reader is surrounded by
books at home but even access does not make an immediate
impact. Mariah repeatedly hears about the joys of reading
from her English teacher mother and book publisher father.
Much to her parent's chagri n, she is more concerned wi th
income producing schemes than reading. Mariah interests
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herself in literature when she thinks she can open her own
library us~ng her parent's books for "bait." In the process
of sett i ng up her "bus i ness" Ma ri ah goes to the pub Ii c
library to research card files, cataloguing, and the like.
When her plan backfires, she volunteers at the public library to discover where she went wrong. While there, she
begins sharing books with young children and becomes a
reader wi th a purpose. Even though parts of the
story line seem far fetched and the parents seem myopic as
to what is going on in their home, the outcome is pleasing
in terms of a child developing a reason for reading and
then reading for enjoyment.
Frustrated Readers
As in real life, not all fictional youngsters are
surrounded by positive reading role models. An adult's insensitivity to a child's interest may hamper a reader's
enthusiasm. In Who Stole the Wizard of Oz (Avi 1981),
Becky wants to finish her summer reading book reports as
soon as possible because the work and the books are not of
her choosing. She and her fifth grade classmates were notified by their sixth grade teacher that they couldn't read
mysteries, make-believe or romantic adventures. Becky
noted that the list featured on I y "bas i c, usefu I i nformation. Yuck!" (Avi, p. 7)
Becky also surmised that the
teacher was more concerned with the mechanical technicalit i es in wri t i ng the reports than the students enj oy i ng
the books. Luckily for Becky, the public librarian shared
a very positive regard for literature with the children.
Conflicting messages about reading enjoyment are
presented in A Word to the Wise (Herzig and Mali 1978).
Eight fifth graders were required to sit at a special
table in the library, choose from pre-selected picture
books about monkeys, mice, and the circus, when they
wanted to read th i ck and exc it i ng books about rockets and
horses. They were prohibited access to the "big shelves"
in the library because they were in the slow reading
group. When the ch i I dren found a thesaurus, the i r spec i a I
reading teacher exclaimed that it was an "absolute treasure," a "gold mine," and a "gem of the first water."
However, she refused to let the chi ldren have it because
it was not at the i r read i ng I eve I. They fe I t they had to
take drast i c measures to read th i s "forb i dden" book, so
they stole it; they eagerly shared and enjoyed it in spite
of their teacher.
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The actions of these teachers are somewhat mirrored
by a study concluding that "teachers do consider developing
attitudes toward reading to be important . . . However,
they reported spending little class tjme focused on develo~
ing positive attitudes toward reading," (HeaLhinylon &
Al exander) Heath i ngton and Al exander found that educators
feel pressured into developing reading skills during class
time and they surmised that youngsters who could read
would simultaneously be developing a positive attitude
toward reading. However, the investigators were quick to
point out that "of course, research has not always shown a
correlation between attitude and reading achievement.
There are readers who can read but don't like to."
Teachers are not the only culprits when it comes to
discouraging certain forms of reading enjoyment. Franny
Oi 11 man, in It All Began Wi th Jane Eyre (Greenwa I d 1980)
was a devout reader of Jane Eyre and Pride and Prejudice,
books her mother bel ieved were unnatural reading material
for a ninth grader. '''She's reading again, Howard. It's
1ike an aff 1i ct i on. She doesn't read. She hurt I es herse 1f
into book and glues herself to the pages.'" (Greenwald,p.6)
Rather than deve lop Franny's interest in the c I ass i cs or
strike a compromise, Franny's mother piles contemporary
teen novel s on her daughter. Because these stories were
supposed to mirror life, Franny began to worry why her family wasn't like those of the characters who were experiencing divorce, mental illness, diabetes, infidelities and
the like. As a result, Franny became confused by what she
read, though eventually she and her mother learned some
valuable lessons about life and book selection.
In these three examples, the adults ignored the
value of reading interests and related attitudes thus
presenting poor reading role models for the children.
Rather than be pleased with a definite liking for topics
or genre, the adults in effect attempted to control reading
behaviors. In direct opposition to this stance, Guthrie
(1981), in a summary of research, reported that children
understood more of what they read if they he 1d a high
interest in the subject, noting "interest leads to knowledge which leads, in turn, to increased comprehension."
Even though the adult figures attempted to interfere with
the read i ng enj oyment of these youngsters, the ch i I dren ' s
true spirit prevailed; they went on and found a motivation
to read and continued to read even under the influence of
a less than positive environment.
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Motivations for Reading
In Who Stole the Wizard of Oz (Avi 1981), Becky and
her twin brother Toby read The Wind in the Willows, Winnie
the Pooh, Through the Look i ng GI ass and What Al ice Found
There besides other classics to solve a mystery concerning
stolen library books. These two exhibited a fondness for
reading and a knack for sorting stories according to their
similarities in an attempt to collect clues. While the
probability is high that average youngsters would not have
the same motivation for reading, Avi, a librarian, builds
a case for the adventure fi lIed books these characters
explored. In doing so he promoted the reading of the
classics by children. Hopefully, this notion will have a
positive impact on future reading role models. Watson
(1981) noted lIinstructors of children's literature courses
should not take it for granted that enrolled students
br i ng wi th them a wi de read i ng background in known ch i 1dren's literary classics and award winning books.1I (p.220)
The writing of a children's book often calls for
reference work and that is what 1ed the seventh grade
students in a Write-A-Book contest in Daphne I s Book (Hahn
1983) to read f ami 1i ar picture books such as The Snowy
Day, The Story About Ping and Make Way for Cucklings.
Readers are pri vy to how two characters see the need to
discuss the story out 1i ne and how important act ions and
outcomes as well as the illustrations are in a picture
tale. Youngsters will note that writing a children's book
not only takes imagination but great concern for the
reader. Some of the seventh graders grasped the concept of
a pri ma ry aud i ence wh i 1e others did not, as ev i denced by
the appropriate liThe Mysterious Disappearance of Sir Benjami n Mouse versus the dubious picture book liThe Nightmare
Sl umber Party.
II

II

Hahn I S bas i c premi se was sound and such contests
are popular across the country. However, the main plot
line of the story switched focus to revolve around a character and her less that desirable lifestyle with her
sen i 1e grandmother. Perhaps the intent was to exp 1a i n why
this character was such a sensitive artist, but the two
story lines did not fully complement each other.
Christine McDonnel is successful in including a
chapter about literature in Toad Food and Measle Soup
( 1982). Readers wi 11 apprec i ate Leo IS pred i cament when he
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real izes he must gi ve an oral report whi Ie dressed as a
book character in just one week. He en lists the aid of a
librarian who knows his interests and who suggests a
number of books. Finally, in desperation, Leo concludes
that he needs a thi n book that is funny and is about an
ordinary boy. Without specifically mentioning book titles,
McDonnel lends an air of familiarity by mentioning the
stories in the reports as though the readers are knowledgeab I e about the characters and the i r accoutrements. Enough
clues are given so a child could actually find a certain
book in the school I i bra ry. It is reward i ng to note that
Leo's prize for coming in third (he was Homer Price) was a
book.
While book reports are one form of literary response
that is practical in a group situation, the sharing of a
book between individuals often creates a more intimate
magic. The friendship between Jesse Aarons and Leslie
Burke in Bridge to Terabithia (Paterson) is memorable
because Leslie added a new dimension to Jesse's life by
sharing the adventure and in turn Jesse shared his artistic
talent. So strong was Leslie's attachment to the wonderment
of read i ng, she created the I and of Terab i th i a based on
the imaginary world set down in the books that make up
liThe Chronicles of Narnia. In a gesture of friendship,
Leslie lends all her books about Narnia so he can learn
about her and so he can reve lin the same de lights from
the stories as she did.
1I

These youngsters read for pleasure and they read to
have a common ground between them. The stories they read
provided material for their imaginations. Paterson made it
seem as though reading was one of the most captivating and
imagery producing adventures available. It seemed only
fitting then, that after she died, Leslie's father made
sure that Jesse received all her books which were quite a
legacy indeed.
Conclusion
In an age when educators and parents are concerned
about the lure of television and after school activities
as competition for reading time, it is important to provide
read i ng ro I e mode I s of a II sorts. Book characters are a
natural source of input for they are seen in the act of
reading without being didactic about their activities.
Also, they can promote a positive attitude toward reading
as peer members. A bonus, of course, is that the ch i I dren
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are reading about a reading role model, so in effect, two
aspects are effectively tackled at the same time.
Hopefully, children will create a sentiment regarding the precious nature of books similar to that developed
in the science fiction story, The Green Book (Walsh 1982).
In this story each pioneer was allowed to take two personal
i terns and one book on the space tri p. The computers were
reserved for research and exploration, so their memory
banks did not include books. Enroute to their destination
passengers were to 1d to read each sentence tw ice and to
savor the exper i ence. Ul t i mate 1y everyone read the i r one
book and they came to important real izations: they had
little variety in the reading material due to duplication
of titles (three copies of Robinson Crusoe for instance),
but most importantly they wanted to read and develop their
minds. Everyone's attitude about the value assigned to
literature was summari zed by the comment: "for one th i ng,
just sitting around all evening like a zombie soon gets to
be a bit much, and for another, a II the th i ngs that were
happen i ng to us were just s I opp i ng around in our heads,
and we needed some stories to cheer us up. Stories are
tidy; they don't just slop around like happenings" (p.43).
Such a sentiment is definitely worth savoring and sharing
with readers so they too can become aware of the importance
of positive reading attitudes and reading role models.
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